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Abstract 
Text complexity impact on immediate recalls and range of metadiscourse markers remains a 
research niche due to the lack of multidisciplinary data necessary to shed light on the issue. The 
current study aims to identify effects of text complexity and Russian-English discourse differences 
on immediate text-based recalls relating to the amount and type of the information reproduced. For 
the research purposes we engaged 94 native Russian speakers as respondents in a text-retelling task 
to explore the amount of propositions recalled from an opinion article and the range of discourse 
markers employed. The reading text and text-based recalls were contrasted on informative and 
linguistic levels. The informative complexity of the reading text was evaluated on the basis of 
propositional analysis, and the linguistic complexity was carried out on the basis of descriptive 
parameters (word and sentence length, proportion of long words), readability index, word 
complexity and range of metadiscourse markers. The study revealed that the complexity level of the 
reading text is a strong predictor of propositional recall. The comparative analysis indicated a slight 
decrease in metrics of descriptive parameters. We also revealed that high ability readers make a 
choice in favor of superordinate propositions recalling about 60% of them and losing over 70% of 
the subordinate propositions. They also tend to shift the metadiscourse patterns of the original text 
from interactive to more logical ones by loosing hedges, emphatics and evidentials. The study 
furthers our understanding of cross-linguistic differences in the use of metadiscourse, its results will 
find application in discourse complexology and natural language processing.  
Keywords: propositions, text complexity, reading comprehension, cognitive model, automatic text 
analyzer, natural language processing 
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Аннотация 
Вопросы влияния сложности иноязычного текста на объем воспроизводимой информации и 
выбор метадискурсивных стратегий остаются малоизученными в силу необходимости при-
влечения для их решения мультидисциплинарных данных. Цель данного исследования – 
определить влияние лексической и информативной сложности текста, а также русско-англий-
ских дискурсивных различий на объем и специфику воспроизводимого русскоязычными чи-
тателями английского текста. В исследовании приняло участие 94 респондента, владеющих 
английским языком как иностранным. Читаемый текст и текст-пересказ сопоставлялись на 
информационном и языковом уровнях. Информационная сложность текста для чтения,  
в качестве которого была использована публицистическая статья с уровнем сложности С2 по 
Общеевропейской шкале уровней владения языком, оценивалась на основе пропозициональ-
ного анализа, а измерение лингвистической сложности осуществлялось с помощью дескрип-
тивных параметров текста (длина слова, длина предложения, доля длинных слов), индекса 
читабельности, сложности слов и диапазона метадискурсивных маркеров. Сравнение текста 
для чтения и  его пересказов продемонстрировало незначительное снижение метрик всех 
лингвистических параметров. Исследование подтвердило, что степень сложности текста для 
чтения является предиктором количества воспроизводимых пропозиций: свертывая инфор-
мацию в пересказах, читатели с высоким языковым уровнем воспроизводят около 60 % глав-
ных и опускают более 70 % второстепенных пропозиций прочитанного текста. В пересказах 
носители русского языка демонстрируют тенденцию изменять метадискурсивную модель 
текста, утрачивая хеджи, бустеры и маркеры эвиденциальности, добавляя в текст пересказа 
отсутствующие в тексте для чтения сочинительные союзы. Исследование углубляет понима-
ние межъязыковых различий в использовании метадискурсивных маркеров. Особую практи-
ческую значимость полученные данные имеют для автоматизации пропозиционального 
анализа и обработки естественного языка.  
Ключевые слова: пропозиция, сложность текста, понимание текста, когнитивная модель, 
автоматический анализатор, обработка естественного языка 
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1. Introduction 

Reading models acknowledged in the modern research paradigm offer 
interpretation of what reading involves and how reading comprehension works (van 
den Broek et al. 1995, Zhang 2017). Experts in the area agree that difficulty in 
reading is a function of the processing level required by the reading purpose and 
text complexity (Weir et al. 2009: 160). Although there have been multiple studies 
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on text comprehension, little research has examined the amount of information 
recalled after reading. As for the measures employed to assess reading 
comprehension, to the best of our knowledge, they are few and include either 
different types of questions or recalls. Multiple choice and true/false questions are 
the most popular and, according to many scholars, easy to use (Crossley et al. 2014). 
Sharing the view on comprehension questions’ ability to provide “an indication of 
comprehension”, researchers also agree on their internal constraints as 
comprehension questions “generally query only a small number of the ideas found 
in a text” which can also be guessed (cf. Crossley & McNamara 2016: 2). Another 
important reason to resort to other means of comprehension assessment is inability 
of questions to reflect abstract assumptions accommodated by models of 
comprehension (Kintsch 1998). 

The obvious alternative is a recall, free, cued or serial, oral or written, which 
has long been advocated as an objective measure of reading comprehension. On the 
other hand, recall has also been widely criticized for additional procedures 
constrains. The most probable and often referred to include obligatory account of 
readers’ working memory span and speech generation strategies (cf. Chang 2006). 
Nonetheless, an immediate recall is still considered by many cognitive scientists a 
reliable means of our understanding the nature and depth of readers’ comprehension 
(Fletcher et al. 1995).  

The idea of propositions as a measure of comprehension is firmly founded in 
numerous cognitive studies. The generally accepted theory states that written 
immediate recalls allow readers to freely reproduce the reading text propositions as 
well as elaborate extra-textual generations (Kintsch 1998, Crossley & McNamara 
2016). If the experiment settings do not limit the recall time, the range and number 
of propositions reproduced in a text-based recall depend on readers’ linguistic and 
cognitive skills only (Bergman & Roediger 1999). Besides, there are no prompts 
provided to guess the correct answers as is the case with comprehension questions.  

Our goal in this study is to assess the maximum limit of high ability readers to 
recall the reading text information in written text-based recalls, which as a research 
goal have been generally neglected in previous studies on text comprehension 
(Aubry et al. 2021, Hickey & Gilheany 2003, Kulik 1992). This type of approach 
allows us to address the following research questions: 1. How much of the original 
reading text can high ability readers of English as a foreign language (further EFL 
readers) reproduce in immediate written recalls? 2. What are the dynamics patterns 
when the reading text is conveyed in a recall? 3. Do Russian EFL readers render 
discourse markers of the original English text or tend to omit/substitute them? We 
also test the two hypotheses: (1) high ability C21 EFL readers will recall about 50% 
of the superordinate propositions of the reading text in case their proficiency level 
corresponds to the reading text complexity; (2) The propositions reproduced in 
written text-based recalls carry predominantly factual information not the 
                                                            
1 C2 level of proficiency is considered the highest level of proficiency in the Common  
European Framework of reference, and it is viewed as a near-native speaker. 
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subjective claims. These hypotheses relate largely to ‘extraction’ and ‘attribution’ 
strategies of respondents (Novikov 2007) as well as to the possible facilitating 
effects of differences in Russian and English expository discourse patterns. 

 
2. Literature review: reading comprehension and text‐based recalls 

Experimental results in the studies aimed at revealing specifics of text variables 
facilitating comprehension vary tremendously reflecting differences in the datasets, 
participants and settings. Many researchers approach the problems of reading 
comprehension and written text-based recalls by comparing texts of different 
complexity and readers of varying ability. The predominant majority of the studies 
look for evidence that respondents differ in their ability to identify and reproduce 
text organizing structures. Although these studies traditionally focus on native 
readers’ abilities in text comprehension. For example, Taylor (1980) argues that 
poor readers are less likely than good readers to organize their recalls according to 
the structure of the original text. Discourse markers are proved to facilitate 
comprehension (Irwin 1980) only if the reading text complexity corresponds to 
readers’ abilities (Spyridakis & Standal 1987). 

A number of studies conducted recently have also examined effects of text 
complexity on EFL readers’ text comprehension and recalls (Crossley & 
McNamara 2016, Crossley et al. 2014, Kim et al. 2018). S. Crossley and  
D. McNamara (2016) contrasted text-retelling performance of EFL readers to 
confirm the hypothesis that if a text corresponds to readers’ linguistic proficiency 
more propositions are reproduced and elaborated. However, Russian EFL readers 
have not yet been involved into similar studies of propositional recall and 
metadiscourse model being a function of text complexity and readers-text 
alignment.  

Employing the algorithm acknowledged in the field of discourse complexity 
in the current study we assess and draw the distinction between linguistic and 
informational complexity of a reading text (Bulté & Housen 2012). Text linguistic 
complexity manifests itself on five language level parameters, i.e. phonological 
(number of syllables, etc.), morphological (Parts of Speech Ratio, grammatical 
categories ratios, etc.), lexical (frequency, lexical diversity and density), syntactic 
(length of a sentence, distance to the main verb, etc.) and discourse (referential 
cohesion, deep cohesion, etc.) (Gatiyatullina et al. 2020, Solovyev et al. 2022). As 
for the informative (content), or cognitive, or propositional complexity, it is 
traditionally viewed as the organization of constructs and their similarity (Burleson 
& Caplan 1998), the number of propositions or idea units which an interlocutor 
encodes in a given language task to convey a certain message content (Ellis & 
Barkhuizen 2005, Bulté & Housen 2012). Researchers also provide an example of 
contrasting two EFL writers: if one of whom generated 30 propositions or idea units 
while another managed to produce only 15, then the propositional complexity of 
the first writer is higher than that of the second one (Bulté & Housen 2012:24). In 
the modern research paradigm it is estimated as a function of (1) the number of 
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propositions per text or (2) propositional density, i.e. P-density, or (3) the number 
of new concepts per proposition (Chall 1999, Fletcher 1981, Vipond 1980). 

The term and notion of ‘propositions’ once borrowed into psycholinguistic 
studies from Fillmore’s case grammar (2002) have since been viewed as units of 
text comprehension and cognition. The main verb of the clause and all its arguments 
are considered as one superordinate or main proposition while additional modifying 
elements constitute subordinate or additional propositions (Fletcher 1981, Kintsch 
1998, Vipond 1980). Experts in the area argue that superordinate propositions are 
better recalled and longer stored in people’s memory than structurally subordinate 
propositions (Ziafar & Namaziandost 2020). 

Another important difference in text parameters is that between metadiscourse 
and propositional information: metadiscourse is concerned with the organization 
and stance of the writer (Hyland 2004: 109) while propositional information is 
“information relating to the world beyond the text itself” (Halliday 1994: 70). 
Vande Kopple argues that “many discourses have at least two levels. On one level, 
we supply information about the subject of our text. On this level, we expand 
propositional content. On the other level, the level of metadiscourse, we do not add 
propositional material but help our receivers organize, classify, interpret, evaluate 
and react to such material. Metadiscourse, therefore, is discourse about discourse 
or communication about communication” (1985:83).  

Employing the concept of proximity, which embodies the idea of interaction 
and occurs when authors establish mutual interaction via the employment of 
rhetorical features (Alipour & Jahanbin 2020:799), and Hyland’s definition of 
metadiscourse as “discourse about discourse” (Hyland 2005, 2010), researchers 
divide metadiscourse markers into two categories: interpersonal and interactional 
(Waller 2015), which are also subdivided into frame markers including logical 
connectives (refer to discourse acts, sequences and stages), transitional markers 
(express relations between clauses), code glosses (elaborate propositional 
meaning), evidential markers (refer to information in other texts), endophoric (refer 
to information in other parts of text), attitude markers (expresses writer’s attitude 
toward the propositional information), boosters (emphasize certainty and closes 
dialogue), hedges (withhold comment and open dialogue), engagement markers 
(explicitly build relationship with reader) and relational markers or self mention 
(explicitly refer to the writer) (Hyland 2004, 2005, 2010). Metadiscourse markers 
are used to present authorial claims, express a perspective on authorial statements, 
and to enter into a dialogue with the reader (Hyland 1996, Aull & Lancaster 2014, 
Alipour & Jahanbin 2020, Bolsunovskaya et al. 2015, Boginskaya 2022). They 
“imply trustworthiness and concerns of addressees” (Alipour & Jahanbin 2020). 

 
3. Participants, materials and methods 

Participants: 94 (13 males and 81 females) University students, all native 
Russians, majoring in Education and English as a Foreign language with A2 – C2 
(CEFR) levels of proficiency volunteered to participate in the research and served 
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as the experiment subjects. With each participant's written permission, we obtained 
their EFL scores of the previous semester thus defining their EFL proficiency. 
Based on their composite score, we employed a median split to form three groups 
of the participants: High (with C2 proficiency level or above), average (B1) and 
low ability (A2 or below) groups. Into the current research we involved only high 
ability students (# 10) with C2 proficiency level. 

Dataset. The dataset for the study comprises (1) an article “Why Your Kid’s 
Bad Behavior May Be a Good Thing” from The New York Times online magazine 
[Moyer 2021] of 332 tokens which we used as a reading text; and (2) ten recalls of 
the article with the total size of 1338 tokens. The choice of the text was not random: 
we selected a text which is supposed to be among interests of participants, i.e. 3d 
year students majoring Education and English as pre-service teachers. Relying on 
Teun A. van Dijk and Walter Kintsch’s view that “persons who understand real 
events or speech events are able to construct a mental representation, and especially 
a meaningful representation, only if they have more general knowledge about such 
events” (1983:17), we assume that experiment subjects are familiar with the main 
idea of the text, i.e. parenting, and the professional vocabulary used in it. 

The reading text linguistic complexity was determined with the help of a text 
analyzer TextInspector (textinspector.com) as C2 thus matching the subjects’ 
reading proficiency. TextInspector provides metrics of numerous text parameters 
and matches them with CEFR proficiency levels (Table 1 below). These metrics are 
validated as statistically significant in distinguishing between different reading 
levels, and TextIspector developers argue that they ensure high reliability of the 
scores. The descriptive text metrics set comprises the following: average syllables 
per word, average syllables per sentence, average words per sentence, syllables per 
100 words, words with more than 2 syllables % (see Table 1 below). The readability 
level of the reading text identified at 12.09 FKGL indicates that the text is 
understood by an average student with 12 years of formal schooling (see more in 
Solnyshkina et al. 2022). 

The informational (content) complexity of the reading text was determined on 
the basis on the propositional analysis as the amount of ideas expressed in a text. In 
fact, it reflects the amount of information measured in propositions communicated 
by the author to his interlocutor (Smolik et al. 2016). The propositional analysis 
validated in numerous studies (cf. Kintsch 1998, Embretson & Wetzel 1987, Yus 
2018, Korovina 2020) implies identifying and assigning semantic role labels to 
arguments of predicates. We demonstrated algorithm and stages of propositional 
analysis in our previous research (see Petrova et al. 2022, Petrova & Solnyshkina 
2021) in which, in full accordance with the modern paradigm, we distinguish 
between superordinate and subordinate propositions (Waters 1983). 
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Table 1. Text Linguistic Complexity: Why Your Kid’s Bad Behavior May Be a Good Thing 
 

Types of 
parameters 

Parameter  Metric  Proficiency level 

Descriptive  Average syllables per word  1.61  C2+ 

Average syllables per sentence  35.73  C2 

Average words per sentence  22.13  C2+ 

Syllables per 100 words  161.45  C2+ 

Words with more than 2 syllables %  13.86  C2 

Readability  Flesch Kincaid Reading Grade2 (FKGL)  12.09  C2 

Lexical 
Sophistication: 
English  Vocabulary 
Profile,%  of  words 
(types) 

A1  84 (45.41%) 

C2 

A2  20 (10.81%) 

B1  31 (16.76%) 

B2  16 (8.65%) 

C1  9 (4.86%) 

C2  5 (2.70%) 

Metadiscourse  % of all Metadiscourse Markers (types) in 
the text 

12.97  C1+ 

% of all Metadiscourse Markers (tokens) 
in the text 

14.55  C1 

 

E.g. These parents set strict limits, but they are also warm and respectful with 
their children and sometimes willing to negotiate. 

The sentence above contains six superordinate propositions referred to the 
AGENT parents and three subordinate propositions. Superordinate propositions are 
nominated with verbs (set), verbal nouns (limits) and adjectives (respectful, warm). 
Comprehension of the clause (but they are also warm…) is ensured by the 
anaphoric referential cohesion of the pronoun they and the antecedent parents.  
 
PROP 1(superodinate): set (These parents) 
PROP 2 (superodinate): limits (parents;) PROP 2_1(subordinate): strict (MOD) 
PROP 3(superodinate): warm (parents) 
PROP 4 (superodinate): respectful (parents) PROP 4_1 (subordinate): children (PATIENT) 
PROP 5 (superodinate): will negotiate (parents;) PROP 5_1 (subordinate): sometimes (TIME) 
PROP 6 (superodinate): expectations (parents) 

 

Propositional analysis was conducted for all the sentences of the reading text, 
the results presented in a tabular format contain the number of superordinate and 
subordinate propositions in each sentence (see Table 2 below as an illustration).  

Propositions of the reading text were scored independently by two professional 
linguists, experts in the area of propositional analysis with experience in identifying 
semantic roles in previous research. In scoring the text, one point was given for 
each correct proposition. A total of 98 points for superordinate propositions and 
108 subordinate propositions were identified. The number and type of the 
propositions identified in the reading text by each expert were later compared and 

                                                            
2 FKGL formula installed in TextInspector identifies the number of formal schooling generally 
required to comprehend a text (Teunyev et al. 2022). 
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the correlation revealed between the two experts was 0.93 which indicates a very 
strong relationship. 

 
Table 2. Propositional analysis of the Reading text (part) 

 

 
Number of 

superordinate 
propositions 

Number of 
subordinate 
propositions 

One of Dr. Loeb’s recent studies, which followed kids from ages 13 
to 32, found that 

4  3 

children whose parents were psychologically controlling   1  5 

[children] were less academically successful and   2  4 

[children were] less liked by their peers in adolescence      

compared  with  kids  whose  parents  were  not  psychologically 
controlling. 

1  5 

As  adults,  they  were  also  less  likely  to  be  in  healthy  romantic 
relationships.  

3  3 

Other  research  has  linked  parental  psychological  control  with 
antisocial behavior and anxiety in kids. 

3  10 

 

For further contrasting the reading text and text-based recalls we also 
computed its metadiscourse profile (Fig. 1, 3 below), i.e. its rhetorical aspect 
embodied by diverse markers enforcing a writer-reader interaction. TextInspector 
(textinspector.com) elicits, categorizes and calculates metadiscourse markers of 13 
classes including frame markers (announce goals, label stages, topic shifts, 
sequencing), code glosses (called, known as, such as), endophorics, hedges 
(certain, amount, likely, may, might, sometimes), logical connectives (also, and, 
but, or, so), relational markers (your), attitude markers, emphatics or boosters 
(certainly, indeed, should, sure), evidential (found that, research/ studies show/s, 
said, suggests), person markers (Hyland 2005).  

Experiment Procedure. The experiment was conducted in four stages and 
lasted for about 90 minutes. On Stage 1, participants were provided with a general 
overview of the study and their role in it. They were informed that they would be 
asked to read a text for comprehension and written recall. Stage 2. Before involving 
respondents into the experiment, we also conducted a field testing to verify that the 
experiment participants were unfamiliar with the article topic. Based on the answers 
to three questions on the topic of the reading text it was concluded that 
 the respondents had no prior knowledge on the subject. On Stage 3, the  
subjects (a) were instructed to read and (b) read through the text twice in the free 
reading-time condition. The reading time did not extend 10 min. On Stage 4, the 
participants were provided with individual laptops and wrote their recalls.  
The text-based recalls generated by the participants were marked 1G, 2G, 3G, 7В, 
1А, 2А, 5C, 3В, 8В, 10В. 
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4. Analysis 

On completion of the experiment, we conducted three levels of the recalls 
analysis: holistic, parametric and propositional. The holistic analysis was conducted 
by two experts separately to assess each recall’s content conformity with the 
reading text. As all recalls of C2 participants contained the macroproposition 
“Authoritative approach as a balance between hash and permissive ways is an 
effective kind of parenting”, they were found eligible to enter the next stages of the 
analysis. 

As part of the parametric analysis we evaluated readability, descriptive, lexical 
and metadiscourse parameters in each recall. With the help of TextInspector, we 
obtained metrics of the following metrics: average syllables per word, average 
syllables per sentence, average words per sentence, syllables per 100 words, words 
with more than 2 syllables %, Flesch Kincaid reading grade, CEFR level, % of all 
metadiscourse markers (types) in the text, % of all metadiscourse markers (tokens) 
in the text.  

After identifying mean values of all the parameters in the recalls we contrasted 
them with those in the reading text on the four levels: descriptive, readability, 
vocabulary profiles and metadiscourse (Table 3). 
 

Table 3. Linguistic parameters: the reading text vs recalls (mean) 
 

Type of Parameter  Parameter 
Reading Text  Recalls (mean) 

Metric  Metric 

Descriptive   Average syllables per word  1.61  1.51 

Average syllables per sentence  35.73  29.71 

Average words per sentence  22.13  19.71 

Syllables per 100 words  161.45  150.72 

Words with more than 2 syllables %  13.86  10.87 

Readability  Flesch Kincaid Reading Grade  12.09  9.88 

Vocabulary Profile  CEFR evel  C2  C1 

Metadiscourse  % of all Metadiscourse Markers 
(types) in the text 

12.97  12.22 

% of all Metadiscourse Markers 
(tokens) in the text 

14.55  9.92 

 
The metrics in Table 4 indicate that C2 EFL readers demonstrate their high 

lexical and syntactic abilities in written recalls only slightly decreasing complexity 
level, i.e. from C2 to C1. Linguistic parameters including metadiscourse numbers 
do not differ significantly.  

As for the Vocabulary profiles (see Figure 1) measured with TextInspector, we 
observe that shares of low-level vocabulary (A1-B1) increased while high-level 
shares (B2-C2) decreased resulting in lowering linguistic complexity level by one, 
from C2 to C1. For comparison we used types (word forms or instances of words), 
not tokens (lemmas) of words thus ensuring a better picture of vocabulary 
frequencies.  
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Figure 1. Vocabulary Profile: Reading text vs Recalls (mean) 

 
The most interesting dynamics is observed in the range and number of 

discourse markers (see Figure 2): the bar chart in Figure 2 demonstrates an obvious 
increase in logical connectors share from 2.7 % (types) in the reading text to 4.44% 
in recalls (mean). Another increase we observe is that in code gloss types: from 
1.62 % to 2.22%. Hedges, evidentials and emphatics have a strong tendency to 
decrease: their numbers plummeted twice: the share of hedges and emphatics 
dropped from over 2.6 % in the reading text to 1.11% in the recalls, the share of 
evidential decreased by 1.2% from 3.24 % to 2.22. As for logical connectives and 
code glosses, we observe the opposite tendency, i.e. markers of these two types 
have nearly doubled: code glosses mean increased from as low as 1.6 % in the 
reading text to 2.22% in the recalls and the share of logical connectors in the recalls 
is the highest, i.e. 4.44% .  

 

 
Figure 2. Discourse markers: Reading text vs Reading Text‐based Written Recalls (mean) 
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Noteworthy is that evidentials which are the most frequent type of the 
discourse markers in the reading text dropped dramatically in the recalls. All the 
above testifies to the fact that even high ability, i.e. C2, Russian EFL readers 
transfer their native metadiscourse pattern to the recalls and shift the original 
metadiscourse model of the text losing half of the emphatics (certainly, indeed, 
should, sure), hedges (certain amount, likely, may, might, sometimes) and 
evidentials (found that, research, said, shows, studies, suggests) but increase the 
number of code glosses (known as, such as) and logical connectors (also, and, but, 
or, so). These two classes are also confirmed to be much more frequent in the 
Russian academic discourse (Blinova 2019). Two more crucial elements about the 
written recalls is that (1) logical connectors having acquired a much higher 
frequency dropped in the range from 12 to 5; (2) Russian EFL readers as 
representatives a “reader-responsible” culture (see Hinds 1987) and also tend to add 
discourse markers of a sequencing type (firstly, secondly) thus increasing logical 
organization of their recalls. 

Propositional analysis. The propositions of all written recalls were also scored 
independently by the two raters who were previously engaged in measuring the 
propositional complexity of the reading text and the holistic assessment of the text-
based recalls. The number and range of the propositions produced by each subject 
were later compared with that in the reading text. The calculated correlation 
between the two raters was identified as 0.87 which implies a relatively strong 
statistical importance.  

While evaluating propositions in each recall we scored only text-based 
propositions, while any type of elaborations or distortion inference propositions 
were not taken into account. One point was given for each correctly recalled or 
inferred proposition and a total of 98 (100%) points for superordinate propositions 
and 108 (100%) subordinate propositions were possible. The absolute and relative 
(%) scores of the propositional recalls are presented in Table № 3 below. 
 

Table № 3. Propositional Recall: absolute and relative (%) indices of informational complexity 

Code 
Absolute number  
of the propositions 

recalled 

Number of the 
propositions 
recalled (%) 

Absolute number of 
superordinate 

propositions recalled 
(%) 

Number of the 
subordinate 

propositions recalled 
(%) 

1А 41 41.8% 20 18.5% 
3В 41 41.8% 24 22.2% 
10В 45 45.9% 23 21.2% 
2А 47 47.9% 27 25.0% 
2G 60 61.2% 31 28.7% 
1G 66 67.3% 32 29.6% 
8В 68 69.4% 38 35.1% 
5C 70 69.4% 36 33.3% 
7В 71 71.4% 42 38.9% 
3G 73 74.5% 35 32.4% 

Mean  59.0% Mean 28.5% 
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As demonstrated in Table 3 the reconstructed texts contain on average 60% of 
superordinate propositions and about 30 % of subordinate propositions.  

 
5. Discussion 

This study compares reading texts and high ability EFL readers’ performance 
on the immediate written recall in order to determine the amount of propositions 
and range of discourse markers reproduced. We demonstrate how reader-text 
complexity alignment, although contributing to the amount of the information 
reproduced in immediate recalls of Russian readers, does not facilitate 
reconstructing (or constructing a similar) metadiscourse structure of the original 
English text. Of the ninety-four Russian University students who initially 
participated in this study, we analyzed and compared the response patterns of ten 
participants whose language proficiency of C2 EFL (CEFR) was confirmed by the 
previous semester score. For the data analysis, we generated descriptive statistics 
of the reading texts as well as of each text-based recall and used four measures of 
comparison, i.e. readability, vocabulary profile, discourse markers range and the 
ratio of the propositions recalled correctly, i.e. propositional recall. The results 
showed that an average high ability Russian reader recalls about 60% of the 
superordinate and 30% of the subordinate propositions of the reading English text 
thus exercising his/her ability to discriminate and select communicatively relevant 
information. In their recalls readers lose more subordinate (about 2/3) than 
subordinate (about 2/5) propositions of the reading text. Another finding indicates 
that the propositions reproduced in recalls carry predominantly factual information 
not the subjective claims of the reading text which the author of the original reading 
text expressed by numerous metadiscourse markers, i.e. hedges, emphatics and 
evidentials. These data suggest that even in situations when the reading text 
complexity matches language proficiency of Russian C2 EFL readers, they tend to 
focus mostly on textual not metadiscourse information. The most obvious causes 
for the identified differences in the distribution and range of the discourse markers 
in the reading text and recalls are either disparities between Russian and English 
discourse patterns or readers’ individual incompetence in English metadiscourse 
features. We would also like to point out that resorting predominantly to 
“extraction” strategy and “endo-vocabulary” in recalls, readers in fact demonstrate 
their inability (or reluctance) to apply the strategy of “attire” which would qualify 
them as capable of shifting semantic dominants and widening the area of semantic 
cover. Decoding and recalling the content is not followed or accompanied by 
engagement of background knowledge, establishing connections between parts of 
texts or pieces information extracted from the reading text. Neither did we observe 
including elements of an evaluative or emotional nature into the recall. Thus, we 
can say that mainly the content of the text is reproduced. A deeper understanding 
of intra-textual links corresponds to the stage of concept formation, which implies 
involvement of emotional, evaluative, and subjective components. 
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As it was mentioned earlier, our findings provide strong evidence of the 
subjects’ ability to comprehend and immediately reproduce up to 60% of the 
reading text propositions if its complexity is fully aligned with readers’ proficiency. 
The results we received although different but not inconsistent with the findings of 
Bergman & Roediger (1999). In their study Bergman & Roediger (1999) registered 
the number of accurately reproduced propositions in three settings: immediate, one 
week and six months after reading the text. The researchers observed and 
documented that 26% of the propositions retrieved in immediate recalls were 
accurate. The differences in the number of the propositions recalled in our 
experiment may be caused by at least two reasons: (1) Bergman & Roediger (1999) 
did not assess the subjects’ language proficiency and (2) involved all undergraduate 
students who volunteered to participate in the experiment. Thus, the results they 
report are average of the general population, we, on the other hand, focus on high 
ability students only.  

In light of the text complexity and readers’ competence balance, the recall 
findings for the differences in the range and number of metadiscourse markers were 
less expected. Nonetheless they are consistent with the conclusion made by A. 
Kotelnikova (2020) in her research of EFL readers’ comprehension strategies. Her 
research was based on A. Novikov’s theory of compressing information (2007) 
which says that in text-based recalls readers resort either to ‘extraction’ or 
‘attribution’ strategy. While implementing ‘extraction’ strategy, a subject delivers 
the text content using the vocabulary ‘extracted’ from the reading text. The latter is 
referred to as ‘endo-lexis’. Metadiscourse or, in Novikov’s words, ‘some external 
information in the text’, on the other hand, if come across, is dealt with the strategy 
of ‘attribution’. Attribution here means that based on his/her individual experience, 
the reader does not reproduce but generates meanings ‘attributing’ his own 
experience, and uses his own ‘exo-lexis’, the vocabulary missed in the text. Hence, 
although C2 readers are generally assumed to have mastered all types of reading 
skills and able to use different types of linking words, i.e. metadiscourse markers, 
in their speech, the recalls we collected manifest readers’ preference to reproduce 
the text content and “attribute” senses. Our expectations that interactional markers 
are recalled in a similar way as factual information were not upheld by our results.  

Another possible reason for the above are differences in cultures following 
John Hinds’ (1987) division of national writing cultures into “writer-responsible” 
and “reader-responsible”. “In a writer-responsible culture like English”, for 
example, “metadiscourse markers are used to guide readers through a text” (Adel 
2006:149) while in a reader- responsible culture like Russian (see Blinova 2019), 
connections between various parts of a text are more commonly left implicit”. The 
findings indicate that even high ability Russian speakers tend to transfer Russian 
patterns of organizing their ideas into EFL writing. The differences in recalls 
patterns affecting participants’ speech production result in (a) differences in 
Russian and English discourse; (b) reduction of the variety and range of discourse 
markers as a highly probable component in the process of a metadiscourse model 
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simplification in text-based recalls of all types. The findings suggest importance of 
raising readers’ awareness of the way metadiscourse markers frame their speech 
production. The latter gains particular importance in light of the fact that the role of 
metadiscourse is increasingly “recognized for natural language processing 
applications like text-mining and information extraction” (Sandor 2007: 97).  

 
6. Conclusion 

The current research explores the effect of text complexity on high proficiency 
readers’ ability to recall propositional content and reproduce metadiscourse markers 
of a reading text. It focuses on C2 EFL Russian readers, thus dealing with a specific 
group of participants whose immediate text-based recalls, on the one hand, belong 
to an under-researched area, but on the other, experience a growing interest in the 
context of studying aptitude of talented students. 

 The results received are confirmed for high ability EFL Russian students in 
situations when their reading proficiency matches the reading text complexity of 
C2 (CEFR). Validation of the results (considered as the research prospect) implies 
widening the demographic range and number of the respondents. Any other type of 
participants including mediocre and low proficiency students, or reader-text 
mismatch requires further investigation. Further research in the area could focus on 
different types of texts such as short stories and reports to investigate if they 
generate different discourse patterns. 

The results received may be conducive to the research on semantic variables 
of recall strategies and text comprehension. They can also be applied in further 
research on text complexity impact on the amount and range of metadiscursive 
elements generated in written recall. As the problem of text-reader alignment in 
EFL practice still remains a research niche, primarily due to the its 
multidisciplinarity and the need for joint efforts of linguists, cognitive scientists and 
psychologists, our findings are in demand in applied linguistics, education and 
speech generation studies. Сomplete solution to the problem (if possible) may 
enable researchers and practitioners to determine optimal linguistic and cognitive 
factors of text comprehension and recall. So far the findings contribute to our 
understanding on differences in metadiscourse strategies in English and Russian 
discourses. 
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